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About This Game

A moody tale that combines the intrigue and atmosphere of a Raymond Chandler novel or Humphrey Bogart film with classic
point-and-click adventure gameplay, Face Noir follows private eye Jack Del Nero as he’s falsely accused of murdering the man

who left a little girl in his protection.

As Jack tries to figure out the identity of the girl and clear his name, the disillusioned detective finds himself up against a city
infested with corruption and economic uncertainty. The more he uncovers, the more he discovers about the darker depths of

human nature.
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An indispensable DLC, worth even full price. The Teslazi is my favourite weapon in the whole game and some of the new perks
bring to the table a much welcome increase in survivability. Epic weapons are super strong and fun.. IT NOT BAD BUT IT
NOT A GAME. Terrible game do not buy it. Absolutely nothing to do you just wait and then cllick a button when it appears to
spawn cows etc... They dont even interact with each other.. Why did I spend $5 on this?. This is the VN I\u2019ve been waiting
for: it\u2019s disturbing, violent, bloody\u2026 God, I simply LOVED this story. It\u2019s full of surprises, and your choices
actually matter while playing. The art is okay (regarding characters and CGs), backgrounds were nicely done, background songs
are also nice and they catch the spirit of the story.

If you like cute and happy VNs, this one ISN\u2019T for you. But if you are looking for a more mature experience without the
exaggerated fanservice which 98% of VNs have, please try this game. I hope to see more works like this one!

10\/10. Oh, it would be awesome if developers could release DLC content like an art book or soundtrack!. You simply hit the
guy at least 100 times before he goes down, he knocks you out with 20 hits tho.. All the puzzles are at most 216 pieces, which is
great for quick sessions.. I have no memory of buying this game, but I'm glad I did!
I don't know what a racing purist would think, but this game is great for a filthy casual such as myself. Driving controls are
straightforward, and the game doesn't penalize you for scraping against walls (which I do with reckless abandon). Combat
controls are fine so long as you're using a gamepad. Actually getting weapons can be irritating (they're very easy to miss), but I
can live with it.
It's not Wipeout 3, but if you just want to drive a flying car and shoot some guns for a little while, this game works just fine..
Stairs is a walking simulator with few simple puzzles and horror theme that is so cliche, you'll think it was made by some
teenagers 15 years ago after watching 'The Ring". The setting is boring, we've seen those places so many times in games. The
story is... meh. Yet, with very low price on sales it could be considered worth playing, if not for game breaking bugs! I couldn't
finish the game. You see, sometimes, during crouching you can fall through the floor down below the game map. It was pretty
frustrating during the game, as it autosaves from time to time and I had to reload the checkpoint each time it happened. But then
- in the 3rd level the game SAVED when I was below the floor for no apparent reason. So after reloading I was already below
the map! All I could do was to start from the beginning! This is ridiculous! Don't buy this game!
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About the best I can say for this is it LOOKS good, until you realise your "flying area" or game area is the size of a postage
stamp. It`s not a patch on Air conflicts secret war, that games actually fun.
I selected dogfight in this and am still looking for someone to shoot at, I guess they forgot to put adversaries in there or they`re
so scared of my awesome flying skills they`ve all scarpered....

You WILL spend most of your time turning around and flying in circles in this game to keep in that ridiculously small playing
area, you can literally start at one end, count to ten and you have to turn around again or the game ends.

Thumbs down.

Edit:-

I came back to take a look at this title as I`d heard that a lot of work had been done, the game had been updated and everything
was peaches and cream... and tickety boo.

Don`t believe a word of it.

SAME teeeeny tiny "battle area" and no discernable changes, AT ALL.

When I selected single player, the game ASKED me what aeroplane I wanted to fly and accepted the input of "F4 Phantom"... -
either they don`t know what F4 phantoms look like or theres another bug as the plane displayed was a sabre.. I also noticed that
despite selecting "Instant dogfight" there was absolutely no sign anywhere of an opponent, so exactly the same issues I saw when
I first purchased this game are still there.

I timed myself flying from one side to the other in a sabre

It took 28 seconds...

28 seconds to fly across your entire game area....

Keep flying and it ends the game and throws you out.

If there are "improvements", I`d love to know where they are, because to my eyes this game is exactly the same rubbish I voted
down when I bought it.

Save your money, there are FAR better games out there.

Edit 2:-

I was fooled into trying this again by a post in the forum claiming that an update in the beta release, and subsequently the main
game, had taken away the map limitations.

Don`t believe a word of it.

The borders are still there.

So now instead of a huge red grid warning you that you are flying off the miniscule, teeny tiny postage stamp size maps, you get
a red down arrow filling the bottom of the frame telling you that you are flying off the miniscule, teeny tiny postage stamp size
maps...

...then the game ends.

(Nice misdirection....but very dishonest).

The bugs that were present since day one are all still there too. As an example....
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Unless you hit enter at exactly the right time when starting the game it will default to a black screen, no amount of cursing, key
presses or hocus pocus will get you out of that, you HAVE to restart the game and hit enter at the right point.

Seriously, you`d have to be brain dead to invest in this game at this point.
Its broken, broken broken, and its not getting repaired.

Ever.. Thief Bank Heist: The length of this can vary from half an hour to couple of hours based on ur gameplay & exploring
interests.
Well you have to break in the bank dodging camera & enemies hiding in dark & loot a valuable object in a huge vault with
higher security then any other level in tha game.
If u want a full thief experience I recommend you to buy this on sale at 90% off which hardly costs anything. You'll have a fun
time.

Personal score: 7\/10. I had initially purchased this game on a sale due to its low cost, simply assuming it as a Breakout clone
and not much else. After deciding to go through my clogged library of Steam titles, I was plesently surprised to find the game to
be pretty fun.

Is it a Breakout clone? Yeah, it is, no doubt. However, for being that, it still manages to build on top of that and be a pretty fun
romp. Graphically, it gives me a lot of iREM vibes, and the music is pretty cute for the tone the game is going for. I could
probably go without some of the memey jokes thrown in, but that's something that's of a personal preference, but ultimately
doesn't ruin the game. I wouldn't say this a binge game, personally, but it's a fun game to take twenty to thirty minutes out of
your day to just kick back and play.

For a game that only costs ninety-nine cents USD, I'd highly recommend giving it a try. I plan to keep an eye on this dev to see
what future games they make.. I played the game all the way through beating every level on normal and hard and enjoyed it. Just
because of that I have to give it a thumbs up, but there is alot of room for improvement. I really like tower defense games
though so thats pry why I was able to enjoy it so much.

Length: I bought game on a good sale for a few dollars. When it only takes a few hours to beat the game and about 8 ish hours to
completely conquer it perfecting all levels on hard, I wouldn't pay much more for it. I know it says I played longer, but I get
pulled away and leave my games on pause often. I did throughly enjoy the pause button. It was probably paused for as much
time as I was actually playing.

Pros: Very simple. I enjoyed the skill and tower combination. Only 4 towers but it was fun to try and figure out how to use them
together for the most effect. I really liked the hero and being able to deploy rogue and lightning. Having to use the rogue to pick
off the healers was kinda fun.

Cons: Very simple. While I liked that each monster had a strength and weakness, it didnt really matter as there are only 4
towers. Once you figured out the best combination there wasn't much else to it. I wish there was a library so I could go back and
see enemy weaknesses and strengths though. Left me guessing trying to figure it out the hard way cuz I would either forget or
click through really fast. Bosses were pretty lackluster. Only the last one was strong enough to deem a challenge but he moved
so slow he wasn't. I never kept thinking I want to be able to max out these towers and kill hordes already. You do eventually get
to that point but by the time I got there it was basically just turn game on autopilot and was too easy. Any map where the lanes
all merged from or to one choke point were to easy. Any map where there were not a solid choke point were pleasently hard.
There were 2 maps early on though where there where 3 lanes. They were so hard on hard that I eventually skipped them, built
up a ridiculous amount of coins and then came back to them loaded with spells. The tic tac to board was so tough on hard I don't
think I could beat it without spells.

Using the coins to unlock things was cool but there was only an finite amount of them. (well I guess I didnt try going back to
redo a level I already mastered). I did not like how skills had to be paid for and unlocked with them. I was scared I would burn
all my coins and not get all my towers unlocked. Ended up not mattering though cuz there were plenty since I was stingy.

******Spoilers******

Fire was very op. Especially when combined with the slow. After I figured that out it I only used lightning and arrow towers to
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pick off any strays immune to fire. Once you figure that out the game really just becomes healer control and how good of a shot
are you with the rogue at picking them off. If they build up zap with lightning. The healers were really the only part of the game
that added a challenge and they really got old after a while.. Hello new players and old players alike! This game is amazing,
although there are weekly maintenance and that can cause some server issues, although 90% of gameplay is smoothe as butter.
Also! a little self plugging, add Sevs or Soulin-King on RUSHU for help/advice/and groups. THANKS!. YA, AWSOME!. Its
like warthunder/world of warplanes but free and 2D!. Old game still has what you need in a Warhammer 40k RTS... can't scale
to modern resolutions but even in a window it's as good as I remember. "FOR THE EMPEROR!". this pack unlocks everything
and is a great switch from free to play to pro in minutes. buy it while it is still avaiable to you as the price only goes up. Save the
kitties, death to the evil rodent invaders!
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